
(This simply  serves to shorten main post content to this connecting sentence within the box  
and the ones below it, to the commentary  outside them. Left  in place, the main topic of the 
post would be pushed too far down on the page.  I opted to “off-shore” the extra commentary.

LEAD-IN TEXT (also on post):
Civil Rights is most definitely  on my  mind as an individual, as a woman, as a mother, 
as a person who stood up to abuse and left it, falsely believing that,

• living on the right side of the law (having kept clear  from  criminal behavior 
all my  life, with no criminal record or drug habits in my  past or present), 
being mentally  and physically  competent  for life and being at that time 
well-engaged in (and rapidly  re-building post-DV) a  profession to sustain  the 
household I was head of having separated from  domestic violence, again, 
filing the legal paperwork to preserve life and limb (though civil, not 
criminal),

(falsely  believing that) an infrastructure within the same county's court 
system who had just acknowledged domestic violence as dangerous 
enough to support legal action/intervention in the form of exercised 
power to ORDER the abuser out of the home and to stay away from 
the other protected persons,

THE INDENTED COMMENTARY (moved here from post):

[[sentence continued below  this indented list,  mostly  in  reference to the DV nonprofit working 
alongside the court system to help abused, that I'm aware of, women.]]

• for which the help on what were my  legal rights, what  forms to use,  and where to file them 
came from a local domestic violence nonprofit's attorney/s  as well as a safe and private 
place to fill them out (particularly  the "declaration  in support of" the motion,  which 
declaration requires one recount and thus vicariously  re-live, the incidents giving rise to 
the need for legal intervention). Even then, there are PTSD factors in getting  all the facts 
on the paper.

•This agency  by  providing  support group also provided a safe forum where other  women, 
and as I recall, most were mothers,  experiencing the same type of frightening, dangerous 
and traumatizing circumstances could talk, compare notes, and in practical ways, help 
each other (for example with transportation,  food, short-term  child care for a  court event, 
or even serving another person's TRO (a third party has to serve it, obviously)).

•Most importantly, there was acknowledgement these things were indeed happening -- 
something no  religious group, church, or fellowship I was participating in provided, certainly 
not  with any  view to doing something (legally  or  any  other way) to intervene in  or confront 
the abuse. Several of the women in my  group were already  dealing  with so-called Christian 
men, and one with a deacon at a well-known local church.
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If anything women raising this issue (as I also experienced then and since, including since 
separation, until I simply  quit attending) were instead coached how  to better "accommodate" 
their men, i.e., challenge them  less, become more conciliatory  and submissive, while from  the 
pulpit  (and it  was clear,  also individually  I have overheard this in public places) the men were 
being routinely  taught to better control (i.e., dominate) their women, i.e., manhood was 
compared to dominating one's women,  and womanhood, to accommodating this standard, 
abuse or no abuse.

•At the nonprofit  level  at  the time (shortly  after  welfare reform) there was no mention  of the federal 
HMRF (healthy  marriage/ responsible fatherhood) and/or access and visitation grants streams, 
although they had been started at the federal level some years ago.

•Nor anything  about  the various existing-since-the-1980s fathers' rights groups such  as the 
National Fatherhood Initiative (1994) or, earlier, the Children's Rights Council  (the one which 
website CRCKids.org)  refers to,  or  the nearby  (to California) Arizona-based "Fathers and Families 
Coalition  of America" -- whose speciality  seemed to be helping  local nonprofits obtain HHS 
funding for use specifically  in  these situations.  This one had some tricky  name-usages and "What's 
your  EIN#" dodges, I found out eventually  -- but  they  did start in  1994  and have been  influential, 
as well as attended by  high-ranking  HHS leadership,  which one would expect  HHS-funded 
domestic violence and welfare-aware nonprofit  leadership -- including typically  some lawyers 
familiar with DV law -- would know about.

•Nor that major  tax-exempt foundations such  as the Ford Foundation,  Annie E.  Casey, and at  times 
the Soros-related (Open Society)  Foundation and others were supportive of this movement and 
similar nonprofits, particularly where it applied to minority males.

• [To fast-forward in  time from  the timeframe I'm  referring  to here,  about  15  years ago] Not  too 
long  ago (i.e.,  in  later  2016) in  studying  some of the Open  Society  Foundations, I discovered 
that  Baltimore was the location  of one cited as the program  center  for  US Programming. 
Â Baltimore is a  known  hub of at least  one fathers' rights nonprofit, "CFUF" (Center  for  Urban 
Fathers")

...would continue supporting my legal right  in this country, being also a  natural-born 
citizen, "despite" being a woman and "despite" having been previously  compromised 
due to a decade of marital abuse, to simply and safely: work.

•To support my  own children in my  own (rental) household; to choose work, receive 
income for it,  deposit said income into a  bank account in  my  name, to plan, make sound 
and considered choices where to live, where to work, and how to steward myÂ income and 
manage myÂ expenses,  and engage in activities many  people consider normal, but from 
which activities the abuse itself, which is to say, my  spouse -- and through threats he had 
often enough followed through on they  were known to be real -- Â  had routinely, and 
aggressively, already  deprived me of exercising while married, particularly  access to 
acquiring and maintaining any economic footprint.
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In my  own words,  to restore that which  the abuse (not, per se marriage, and not  per  se, having 
children within marriage -- neither  of those require the types of coercion, abuse, and threats 
that were normal to my  ten-year nightmare which left me towards the end afraid for  my  life 
and that  of our children, and which lives were being actively  under threat to kill with weapons 
accumulated in the whom  with which to easily  do it, until the day  I filed and he was served: 
Â "Get Out of This House Now.") had stolen, preventing me from  exercising  normal activities 
that single people not in  such relationships whether, from their  biological or  marital family 
lines, normally engage in.

I had even vacated the premises for  several days (with  the children) to a safe (unknown to him) 
location  for it to happen prior to the first hearing to make that temporary  order  three-years 
permanent. I had every  right to expect that, having done this and endured this, the future at 
least should not be actively  harmed by  the same institutions --the courts -- which  spared my 
life by allowing me to get this person out of it at least on a daily, night-and-day, basis.

A huge part of that  is the ability  to work, and to choose a  line of work appropriate to the 
circumstances. Â  For most people,Â  if we are not in school full-time, and sometimes even 
when we are, we work, and are paid for  our  work and spend that income as we decide best for 
life purposes which we choose, or  which  circumstances (including prior personal choices or, of 
birth) may  have landed us in. Â   We also, where there are children, have a desire to raise and 
care for those children, again, in part through finding sources of income from them.

I don't know any  woman in her right mind after suffering years of abuse, would expect or  want 
to become welfare-dependent OR child-support dependent long-term, or even short-term 
longer than necessary  to regain self-sufficiency.   I know I certainly  didn't.   Without 
self-sufficiency  for  housing food, clothing, shelter  and transportation (either  living near 
enough, or finding ways to get to and from) work (as it  applies) and the children  to their 
schools (also as that applies) -- there is no real freedom. 
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